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About This Game

Help wanted!

We at Beast, Inc. have our hands full raising a litter of cute baby dragon pups and need Beast Guardians (that’s you!) to keep
them active and entertained.

Featuring 5 cheeky small dragons who:
• Love cuddles

• Are prone to destruction (but there’s no cleanup in VR!)
• Will fight over snacks

• Need socialization and exercise

Brought to you by Beast, Inc., an actual startup that raises magical creatures in virtual reality. Really.
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This app is in Early Access.
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Title: Beast Pets
Genre: Casual, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Beast, Inc.
Publisher:
Beast, Inc.
Release Date: 15 Feb, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or newer

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590 equivalent or greater

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 970 or AMD Radeon RX 480

Storage: 400 MB available space

English
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I can see a lot of potential in this game. I would love ability to change colors of your dragon.

Right now the game doesn't offer much anything. I had seen and experienced everything in 1 hour. Dragon lose interest so
quickly if an object goes too far or they can't grab it. If I throw a ball they will not chase it until they catch it and it would be
nice to choose which dragon I want with me in the map. Hopefully we'll see beautiful and mysterious maps later.

I would also prefer small action like chasing evil rodents who eat dragon's food, scoreboard for how many times your dragon
can catch a ball. Something to get me and my niece more addicted to the game.
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